


No Touch Buttons

Popular products right now include ‘no touch’ exit devices. These products work 
using infrared or capacitive technology and are activated on close proximity, 
with no need to touch! We have a range available with different specifications, 
click on the images below for more information...
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Temperature Monitoring Access Control with Facial Recognition

DHI-ASI7213X-T1
Thermal Imaging Camera with 7’’ Touch Screen

Key Features:
- Temperature monitoring accurate to ±0.3°C
- Fast response - facial recognition 0.2s
and temperature monitoring 0.2s

- Non-contact detection and measurement
0.3-0.8m

- Sound prompt - abnormal temperature 
alarm

- Integration with third party products
- Wall mounted or standing mount with 
DHI-ASF172X-T1 bracket

DHI-ASI7223X-A-T1 + DHI-ASGB8XXX
Thermal Imaging Camera with Turnstile Stand

Key Features:
- Temperature monitoring accurate to ±0.3°C
- Fast response - facial recognition 0.2s
and temperature monitoring 0.2s

- Non-contact detection and measurement
0.3-0.8m

- Sound prompt - abnormal temperature 
alarm

- Integration with third party products
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TPC-BF5421-T + TPC-HBB
Thermal Body Temperature Monitoring Camera - 
Standard Solution

TPC-BF2221-HTM + TPC-HBB-CHW
Thermal Body Temperature Monitoring Camera - 
Entry Level Solution

Key Features:
- Thermal: 400 × 300, 13mm
- Visible: 2MP, 8mm
- Smart linkage with strobe light & audio
- Temperature accuracy ±0.3°C with
blackbody

- Temperature range: 30°C to 45°C

Key Features:
- Thermal: 256 × 192, 7.5mm
- Visible: 2MP, 8mm
- Smart linkage with strobe light & audio
- Temperature accuracy ±0.3°C with
blackbody

- Temperature range: 30°C to 45°C

DHI-IVSS7008-1I / DHI-NVR5216-16P-I
8 Channels or 4 Channels

Key Features:
- TPC alarm event integration
- Statistical report and export
- 8 or 4 channels mask detection
- 8 or 4 channels face recognition

High Accuracy Thermal Body Temperature Monitoring
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Facial Recognition Panel with Body Temperature Measurement

IPTHPA
8’’ LCD Touch Screen Facial Recognition Panel with Body Temperature Measurement

Key Features:
- 8 inch LCD touch screen
- High precision body temperature measurement ± 0.3 °C
- Camera with integrated DVA (Deep Video Analysis) algorithm for facial recognition
- Facial recognition works with the mask worn at a distance up to 2.2m
- Door relay output can be set to trigger on definable conditions (Face Detection/Temperature/Mask)
- Integrated microphone and speaker with two-way audio communication
- Alarm when abnormal body temperature or no face mask is detected
- Standalone operation
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Bi-spectrum Cameras for Body Temperature Measurement

IPTHBCAMA05F01A / IPTHBCAMA05F02A
Thermal Body Temperature Measurement Cameras with 12.3mm Lens - 384x288 / 160x120

Key Features:
- Visible: 5MP, 2592x1944 @ 30fps, 8mm lens
- Accuracy: ± 0.5 ° C (± 0.3 ° C with Black Body)
- Smart IR up to 30 meters
- Flash light and integrated speaker
- Alarm when abnormal body temperature is detected
- Simultaneous detection up to 30 faces
- Standalone operation
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FTC1000
7’’ LCD Facial Recognition and Temperature Detection Solution

Key Features:
- 7 inch IPS HD LCD screen
- Up to 30,000-face capacity
- Faces that can be recognised even if the user is wearing a PPE mask
- 0.3°C temperature accuracy
- Perfect for health management
- Alluminium alloy, yltra-white tempered glass panel
- Table top base ‘CDVI-C20’
- Child-height base and column ‘CDVI-C60’
- Adult-height base and column ‘CDVI-C110’

Facial Recognition and Temperature Detection Terminal
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Temperature Measurement Face Recognition Terminal

WIP2FRTMTP
2MP HD camera system designed to utilise any combination of human body temperature sensing, facial 
recognition and mask detection screening for secure and safe access control and monitoring

Key Features:
- 8” LCD touch screen
- All metal surround ensuring excellent heat dissipation
- High-accuracy IR body temperature measurement
- Non-contact body temperature measurement
- Human-sounding voice prompt
- Real-time face mask detection
- Face liveness detection technology distinguishing real faces from non-real 
face spoof attacks

- Highly accurate face recognition using deep learning algorithm
- Standalone device or networkable allowing AI information when used in
conjunction with the WNVR18P5SM smart management NVR
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Download via the Paxton website - www.paxton-access.com
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ACT365 Contact Traceability Reporting

Contact traceability reporting is the latest feature to be added to ACT365, the cloud-based access 
control and video management system.

The latest feature to the award-winning cloud system carries a wealth of features and benefits primed toward helping 
system-users adhere to new health and safety standards due to COVID-19.

For instance, thanks to contact traceability reporting, users of ACT365 can now successfully:

- Track potentially infected employees and the doors they enter.
- See people who entered the same door/room.
- Contact any employee with details from an exported Excel report via ACT365.
- Monitor doors that require cleaning or disinfecting.

How it works:

Employee No.1 self identifies as having contracted COVID-19 and makes a call to their office manager

The employee indicates they have had the virus for 14 days

The office manager obtains the employee details (cardholder ID) from ACT365

The office manager enters the traceability report in ACT365 with details of Employee No.1 and enters the 
required date range

The office manager generates a report and exports it to Excel. This report identifies all affected doors and 
employees who entered a room the infected employee entered in the past two weeks

The office manager calls or emails all potentially infected persons and issues advisory information to 
self-isolate for a period of time

The office manager instructs the cleaning staff to disinfect all doors of the affected room

The office manager can also restrict access to affected employees

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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HID Mobile Access

With HID Mobile Access®, employees can use their smartphone, tablet or wearable to access doors, gates, networks 
and more. This solution for access control greatly improves user convenience in today’s mobile-first world, as well as 
makes your organisation look more modern and professional. 

User Convenience: Users are no longer required to carry a card to access facilities and can now use their go-to 
mobile device instead. Thanks to highly intuitive “Tap” and “Twist and Go” gestures, employees can gain more 
convenient and efficient access.

Operational Efficiency and Cost Effectiveness: Using HID Global’s highly stable online management portal, 
administrators can create, manage, issue and revoke credentials through the cloud. With the option for subscription 
billing, customers enjoy a more predictable cost as user licenses can be added or removed. Enabling organisations to 
efficiently scale up or down in response to their business needs.

Higher Security: HID Mobile Access is delivered through a highly secure and reliable cloud platform that is backed 
with a service level agreement of at least 99.5% service availability, demonstrating HID Global’s commitment for up-
time and connectivity. Even more, the solution is powered by Seos credential technology and follows best practices in 
data integrity to bind each mobile ID to the device and protect the data at rest and in motion.

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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Bluetooth Enabled Products

Bluetooth enabled devices allow you to open the door using your mobile phone, eliminating the 
need to touch the entry/exit device. 

DG800-PLUS
Standalone Keypad and Proximity Reader

Key Features:
- Vandal resistant
- Die cast aluminium
- IP65 weather resistant
- 12Vdc operating voltage
- Backlit keypad
- Multi LED for display with audible indication
- Dimensions 120 x 79 x 21 mm

EASIPROX-PLUS
Standalone Proximity Reader

Key Features:
- Black ABS plastic
- 5cm read range
- IP67 weather resistant
- 12Vdc operating voltage
- Multi LED for display with audible indication
- Fully programmable via master card
- Dimensions 114 x 80 x 18 mm

PBT-1000-BT
Exit Button

Key Features:
- ABS plastic
- LED indicator
- 12Vdc operating voltage
- Dimensions 86 x 86 x 38 mm

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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GARDiS Bluetooth Low Energy Mullion Reader

2920-0560
Make your access control both secure and much more instinctive. The GARDiS Bluetooth Low Energy 
Mullion Reader brings the access badge to your Android and IOS smartphones. It can work alongside, 
extend or replace traditional RFID access credentials. The smart solution includes a free mobile app, the 
latest generation of multi-technologies bluetooth readers plus offline and online programming tools.

Key Features:
- 5 identification modes for unique user experience
- The highest level of security
- Secure storage
- Secure exchanges compliant with government recommendations
- Multi-factor authentication
- Able to withstand harsh weather conditions
- Offers a high vandal proof resistance
- Bluetooth low energy
- ‘920-0570’ Virtual Credit - Minimum order of 50 credits per order 
(Total: 10 cards x 5 credits)

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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Contactless Infrared Sensor Buttons

The NT range offers both exit buttons and entrance panels in a touch free format using infrared 
sensor technology. The entry panels can offer visitors a means to make a call without the need to 
press a button. Simply approach the button with your hand and a call will be placed. The panels can 
also include proximity access control allowing authorised users to access the building touch free.

VR130 VIDEO NT SERIES
SP80NT

VR120 AUDIO NT SERIES

VR120 AUDIO NT SERIES
+ PROXIMITY

VR130 VIDEO NT SERIES
+ PROXIMITY

SP80NT/S
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Touch Free Entrance Stations
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VRH Touchless Entry Panels

No touch button modular audio and video with proximity reader housing. Housing is manufactured 
in the UK with vandal resistant face plates. 
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Cellcomprime - No Touch GSM Intercoms

Key Features:
- No touch call point sensor
- Stylish curved architectural model
- Constructed from BS316 marine grade stainless steel and finished with gloss 
black acrylic trim

- Integrated proximity reader and keypad options available
- Calls your home phone and mobiles on roll-over 
- Works with any standard contract or Pre-Pay GSM Micro SIM card
- Comes with optional Vodafone 12 month contract SIM, unlimited calls and texts 
for £7.50/month +  VAT* (terms and conditions apply)

- Free home owner app to trigger gates, set up auto opening and closing times, 
create new access codes, receive notifications on entry, etc

- Free installer app for remote programming and diagnostics

No touch GSM intercoms. Calls your home phone and mobiles on roll-over, never miss a visitor 
again!
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PRIME6-AB-NT/4GE PRIME6-AB-PX-NT/4GE PRIME6-ABK-NT/4GE
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Door contact surfaces are a convenient place for 
harmful bacteria to spread through physical contact. 
Specifically designed for door accessories, Abloy's 
ACTIVE solution, destroys bacteria efficiently thanks 
to the antimicrobial properties of silver. Our unique 
ACTIVE coating is a standard feature on all painted 
handles, and it is ideal for door environments both in 
the home and for public places. 

ACTIVE PRODUCT FAMILY HAS A NEW,  EVEN MORE DURABLE MEMBER 
ACTIVE product family has expanded with a new clear varnish which is a 
standard coating in polished and brushed brass products. The new varnish 
has been developed to sustain even harder use. 

SAVE IN THE COSTS, INVEST IN WELFARE 
Our ACTIVE solution is an efficient and effortless way to improve standards 
of hygiene both at home and in places used by high volumes of people, such 
as schools, hospitals and offices. Reducing the number of infections will 
lead to less absences due to illness, fewer hospital days and lower heal-
thcare costs.

NATURALLY POWERFUL SILVER
ACTIVE coating is antimicrobial due to the silver particles it contains, whose 
bacteria-killing properties have been known for centuries. ACTIVE solution 
destroys 99% of harmful bacteria* and remains antimicrobial and hygieni-
cally protective with regular cleaning. (*BioCote)

ABLOY® ACTIVE is 
an infection reducing 
antimicrobial coating 

Microbes 
spread via door 

contact surfaces 
and there they can 
be stopped – with 

ABLOY ACTIVE

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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Door Automation

A first step towards achieving touchless movement throughout your premises is to install 
automated door opening systems. CDVi’s DIGIWAY* Series offers reliable and durable door 
automation for both interior and exterior indoor installations.

The DIGIWAY is suitable for people with reduced mobility and complies with the Equality Act 2010 and the Special 
Needs and Disability Act (SENDA). In addition, DIGIWAY Spring Return is fire-tested to the EN1634-1 standard.

CDVI recommened training is carried out before installing DIGIWAY products - 
https://www.cdvi.co.uk/door-automation-training-videos

*Please note that CDVI recommends that all DIGIWAY installations must comply with the EN16005 regulation.
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Access Control

When access to a door needs to be controlled, the DIGIWAY can be combined with the GALEO-4.0 
keypad. The GALEO app can be programmed with a user directory, to only activate for authorised
individuals. The free and user-friendly DIGICODE® User app allows authorised people to trigger the 
GALEO and activate the door directly from their smartphone app, completely removing the need to 
touch any shared surface. There’s no keypad code to remember and no card or tag to worry about - 
just safe and hygienic access control.

Security managers need to be able to create and manage user profiles quickly and safely. The DIGICODE 
Manager app makes it simple to add, remove, or change users programmed into the GALEO directly from a 

smartphone, without any manual programming or touching of shared surfaces.
CDVI recommened training is carried out before installing DIGIWAY products - 

https://www.cdvi.co.uk/door-automation-training-videos
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Social Distancing

In order to work safely, we all need to adapt to social distancing in the workplace. One way to 
implement this is to limit the number of people in a room at any one time, to ensure that there will 
be sufficient space between them.
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CDVI recommened training is carried out before installing DIGIWAY products - 
https://www.cdvi.co.uk/door-automation-training-videos
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Small Business Solution

If your business employs up to fifty people, you can benefit from another touchless CDVI solution. 
The DIGIWAY automated doors have a programming memory for up to fifty transmitters - all you 
need to do is issue each employee with their own transmitter and they will be able to unlock and 
open the door with zero physical contact.

The DIGIWAY Series includes options for spring return as well as swing doors, and can be used with both single 
and double doors. DIGIWAY kits are also available, containing the door operator, safety sensors, fingerguards, 

and signage. CDVI recommened training is carried out before installing DIGIWAY products - 
https://www.cdvi.co.uk/door-automation-training-videos
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Traffic Light Access Control Solution
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Ideal for ensuring safe social distancing and capacity management in the workplace.

CDVI-CTMK Kit
This kit helps manage the number of people in any area at any given time. The easy-to-use traffic light system
controls the flow of staff and visitors by limiting access and clearly indicating when it is safe to enter.
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Shop Traffic Signal

STOP-GO-DUO-LIGHT / STOP-GO-DUO-TRIPOD
Plug and play LED light with a simple controller to signal to oncoming customers whether it is safe to enter 
a premises or if they should queue outside due to social-distancing measures.  Place the light near to the 
building entrance and the controller by a checkout or customer service desk so staff can quickly and easily 
signal to customers to wait outside or enter and remove the need for extra staff on the door.

Key Features:
- Twin 100mm LED Green and Red lights
- Simple RED - OFF - GREEN switch control box
- Surface mounting holes for control box
- Wall-mount bracket supplied for light
- 10m cable supplied between light and controller
- IP rated light can be installed indoors or outdoors
- 1 year warranty

Approvals
CE Marked

Technical Information
Supply voltage 220Vac , UK plug fitted
Light supply voltage  20Vac
Controller distance from mains socket Approx. 1m
Controller distance from light 10m cable supplied
Operating temperature  -10°C to +40°C
Light Dimensions 150W x 450H x 100D mm
Controller Dimensions  60W x 40H x 110L mm

FREE A4 foam-backed
“STOP-GO” social-distancing sign included

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk
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Germgard is a smart sanitising system, designed to promote good hygiene practices to building users. Using 
digital signage, it alerts users to sanitise their hands before gaining entry. Germgard can be used as a stand-
alone system or it can be integrated with electronic door locks, automatic doors, and access control systems.

Key Features:
- Visual evidence of a return to work strategy
- Reactive digital display
- Access control/electronic lock integration
- Customisable home screen
- Bespoke sanitiser with bladder refill
- Suitable for high-risk hygiene areas
- Energy harvesting technology
- Connects into any HDMI screen (supplied)

http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7602/germgard
http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7602/germgard
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DGSS/BLACK
A wireless solution for legally holding open fire doors, closing them when a fire alarm sounds

Dorgard SmartSound

Dorgard can help stop the transfer of COVID-19 from door handles. How? The Dorgard will reduce the need to touch doors that 
could be contaminated with the virus and also will keep your building compliant and safe.

Fire doors must remain closed in order to prevent the spread of fire. However, closed doors mean people need to touch them in 
order to enter or exit a room. 

Dorgard SmartSound is a wireless solution that can be easily self-installed in 5 minutes. It holds open fire doors legally, allowing 
them to close when the fire alarm sounds.
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COVID-19 Supplies

M-FM-3PLY
Disposable 3-ply Face Masks - Pack of 50

Key Features:
- Manufactured to the highest quality and standards
- Official testing showing 95.5% of all particles and pathogens being filtered by the mask
- Suitable for males and females and any size head 
- Soft and comfortable to wear
- Elasticated ear attachment and a thin PE (plastic) band across the nose for a more snug fit
- Material is resistant to colour transfer
- PH balanced
- Formaldehyde free
- Manufactured to have a high tensile strength to ensure they do not easily rip during use

L-B-SW
Social Distancing Lanyards - Pack of 100

Key Features:
- 20mm width and standard 90cm drop length
- Made from rPET fabric
- Social distancing reminders written in white on both sides of the lanyard
- Remind employees of social distancing guidelines
- Eco-friendly
- Safety breakaway and metal trigger clip to easily attach ID cards

H-SP-OP-DOCH
Antimicrobial Door Opening Card Holder - Pack of 100

Key Features:
- Multi-function, door opening ID card holder
- Made from strong and durable antibacterial plastic
- Features door pull and keypad pusher that minimises the use of touchpoints
- Reduces the risk of spreading germs and microbes in the workplace
- Displays one single-sided CR80 sized ID card and includes tethering point to easily attach 
lanyards and card reels

- Slim design allows it to fit into pockets easily 
- Instils confidence with-in employees, visitors and contractors to see that your organisation 
cares for the safety of those entering the workplace
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M-FM-FFP2
KN95 Protective Face Masks - Pack of 30

Key Features:
- Latex-free and hypo-allergenic
- Pleated with ear loops
- Can effectively prevent the inhalation of dust and droplets
- Bacterial Filtration Efficiency 95%
- 4-ply construction
- Adjustable nose clip

01604 647555  |  sales@advanced-access.co.uk

http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7563/m-fm-3ply
http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7564/l-b-sw
http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7566/h-sp-op-doch
http://www.advanced-access.co.uk/ProductDetail/7574/m-fm-ffp2



